For more information on ethical angling, size and bag limits, habitat protection, and the Coast al Recreational Fishing license visit the NC Division of Marine Fisheries website.  
http://portal.ncdenr.org/web/mf/home

Click on this code for DMF 
Size & Bag Limits

Take A Kid Fishing receives and annual grant from the funds generated by the NC Coastal Recreational Fishing License.
How to Measure A Fish

Fork Length = FL
Fork Length is measured from the tip of snout to the fork in the tail.

Total Length = TL
Total Length is measured from the tip of snout to the end of the tail.

How To Fish—A Few Tips

- Make sure you have everything you need for your trip. Tackle, sunscreen, ice, knives, and a camera are all important.
- Always cast under handed—this will help ensure you don't snag a fellow angler.
- When fishing with a bottom rig use small pieces of bait such as squid, shrimp, crab, cut bait, or artificial bait.
- Allow your line to reach the bottom and wait. Once you feel a nibble be sure to set your hook.
- Reel your fish in as quickly as possible and determine if you will be releasing your catch or taking it home.
- If you plan do release your fish, return it to the water as quickly as possible.

Some fish you might see today...

Spot—No regulations
Flounder—15in TL, 6/day
Pinfish—No regulations
Bluefish—15/day, no more than 5 greater than 27in TL
Vermilion Snapper—12in TL, 5/day
Spanish Mackerel—12in FL, 15/day

The coast of North Carolina is a wonderful place to fish! Here the warm Gulf Stream runs to the north while the cold Labrador Current runs to the south. Where these currents interact there is an abundance of sea life. Due to the latitude of North Carolina there is also a large diversity of species from tropical fish on reefs to fish...
Ethical Angling
A Guide to Responsible Fishing

Use needle-nose pliers or a dehooking device to grip the hook securely.

- Use a pair of needle-nose pliers or a dehooking device to grip the hook and gently back the hook out. Do not twist the hook.
- If the hook has been swallowed, cut the fishing line; the hook may dissolve in the fish’s digestive system.
- Gently slide the fish back into the water head first, allowing water to pass over its gills.

Protect the Environment

- Never leave or throw trash overboard. Take it ashore and properly dispose of it. This includes old fishing line, six-pack drink yokes, leaders and hooks, bottles, cans, plastic shopping bags or anything that could harm fish or wildlife.
- Avoid spilling or dumping pollutants such as oil and gasoline into the water or on land.
- Report any pollution or environmental damage to the appropriate authorities.
- Never harm marine mammals, birds or sea turtles, even if they are trying to steal your bait or catch.

Be Nice

- Learn and obey fishing and boating laws and treat other anglers and boaters with courtesy.
- Call the N.C. Marine Patrol at 800-682-2632 if you witness fishing violations or are uncertain of any laws. Do not try to handle the situation yourself.

N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries
3441 Arendell St.
Morehead City NC 28557

When you’re fishing, be nice to others.

A total of 500 of these brochures were printed at the cost of $1.26 per copy.
People of all ages enjoy fishing for many reasons. It’s been that way since time began.

Parents teach their children how to fish and those children teach their children how to fish in a never-ending cycle.

However, habitat destruction, degraded water quality and poor fishing habits can greatly impact fish populations. So it is your responsibility to do your part to help ensure sustainable fisheries for the future by becoming an ethical angler.

Ethical angling means more than just obeying regulations; it means fishing in a way that minimizes harm to the fish and their environment.

If each new generation of fishermen learns to be an ethical angler and change old, wasteful habits into new conservative ones, they will be helping to continue the cycle of parents teaching children to fish for generations to come.

*Here are some tips for ethical angling:*

**Prepare for Your Trip**

- Make sure you have a valid Coastal Recreational Fishing License or are covered under an exemption.
- Check the latest size and bag limits on the N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries website at www.ncdmf.net. These regulations can change frequently.
- Become familiar with the fish species commonly caught in North Carolina waters so that size and bag limits can be properly applied.

- Stock your tackle box with a pair of needle-nose pliers or a dehooking device, a tape measure, glove or towel.

**While You Fish**

- Use circle hooks to help prevent the fish from swallowing the hook. Pinch the barb down on all hooks.
- Do not fight a fish into exhaustion; instead tighten the drag and land it as quickly as possible.
- Practice Catch and Release. Do not take your entire bag limit if you are not going to consume them. Most released fish survive to be caught another day.
- Do not discard a previously caught legal fish for a larger legal fish to remain within the bag limit. This is called high-grading and is an unnecessary waste of fish.

**Releasing Your Catch**

- Handle the fish as little as possible and keep it out of the water as little as possible. Leave the fish in the water to release it if conditions are feasible.
- When handling the fish, use a wet towel or wet glove to gently but firmly grip the fish below the gills. This will keep the fish from thrashing around. The wet towel or glove will preserve the protective slime on the fish.